WALL LINER FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
For use with the CAT MATE Lockable Cat Flap with Door Liner (Ref 234) and
CAT MATE 4-Way Locking Cat Flap with Door Liner (Ref 235).
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1 Make a suitably sized hole in wall and line it

5 If desired, glue Wall Liners together using

with 19mm (3⁄4”) plywood or similar material
to take screws, as shown in Fig 1. (We
recommend the bottom of the hole is
approximately level with your pet’s
stomach.)

Superglue or ABS solvent adhesive. Place
glue into outer joint(s).

2 Determine thickness of wall (t).
3 Determine number of Wall Liners required.
(Use an additional liner for each 50mm (2")
of wall thickness.)

4 Assemble required number of Wall Liners on
internal frame (frame without swinging flap).
Cut length to wall thickness (t) + 6mm (1⁄4”)
using a hacksaw, as shown in Fig 4. Use
moulded lines as a guide to ensure a square
cut.

6 Attach interior frame and Wall Liners to
inside of wall, using short 13mm (1⁄2”)
screws.

7 Drill out four screw holes in exterior frame to
allow close clearance on screws.
(Recommended drill 5mm (3⁄16”) diameter.)

8 Position exterior frame on outside of wall
and screw on using 19mm (3⁄4”) screws.
Finally, fit screw caps.

A helpful tip...

To train your pet to use the cat flap, prop it open at first and use food as
an encouragement.

3 YEAR LIMITED GUARANTEE
Pet Mate Ltd. guarantee your product for a period of three years from the date of purchase, subject to proof of
purchase date. The guarantee is limited to any defect arising due to faulty materials or manufacture. Any defective
item will be repaired or replaced free of charge at the manufacturer’s discretion, provided that the defect has not been
caused by neglect, misuse or normal wear and tear. Your statutory rights are not affected.
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